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Background 
Note that the Chair of SCC18 ‘understood’ the PES wireline committee to be opposed to the changes 
made by panel 3 in 725 related to nominal current, even though PES did not directly say so.  (I 
understand you were focused on the changes made by panel 16 to article 840).  If this was not the 
intention of PES, that will remove controversy on FR 8790 and 8859. 
 
The following FRs are at issue: 
 
FR 8790 – adds definition of “nominal current” to 725.2 
 
FR 8859 – implements the changes to 725.121(C ) power source labeling. 

 
Largely implements the changes of TIA log #1299 (TIA 17-11) which specifically allows multiple ports to 
be treated with the same label, but does not exempt systems with less than or equal to 0.3 Amperes 
nominal current from the labeling (which the TIA would have done).  Note that without this change, all 
power sources will be labeled with maximum current and voltage, as this is in the 2017 code.  Labeling 
maximum current only would make 725.144 unenforceable. (FYI, on FR8932, which modifies 725.144, 
SCC18 directed the ER to vote affirmative) 
 



 
FR7892 – implements changes to 840.160.  ER is currently directed to vote affirmative, removing the 
word “nominal” from the text, but not inserting “rated”.  Not sure they can actually do this, as the FR 
insert the term ‘’rated current’ in the exception.  IEEE 802.3 opposed this FR, for 3 reasons. 

 
 
  



Proposal 
Here is what I propose for a joint resolution from PES and IEEE 802.3 to SCC18: 
 
Inform SCC18 that both 802.3 and PES support the FRs 8790, 8859, 7892 (and 8932), with the following 
statement: 
 

FRs 8790, 8859, 79892 and 8932 function as a group to improve the text added to the code in 
725.144 and 840.160 in NEC 2017, and amended by 3 TIAs.  The relevant IEEE technical 
committees have reviewed the history of 725.144 and 840.160 as well as use of the term ‘rated 
current’ in the code.  Rated current is used for input currents and is allowed a 10% exceedance 
without any offsetting value.  725.144 and 840.160 concentrate on heating of large numbers of 
circuits providing power over multiple conductors, such as in Power over Ethernet.  These 
systems balance an excess current on one conductor with a corresponding lower current on 
another of the 8 conductor cable.  This resulted in the PoE Task Group recommending definition 
of a new term, “nominal current”.  While the term may not be perfect, we support the principle 
that a new term is needed, and the FRs.  These sections of the code still require work in the 
second revision to make clear that the data and the tables they refer to are only designed for 
systems using small conductor 4-pair balanced-twisted-pair copper cabling, such as Category 5e, 
Category 6 or Category 6a as specified in ANSI/TIA-568-C.2. 
 
Additionally, we are concerned that FR 8859 would require marking of all power sources 
regardless of the current level.  Surely there is a current level below which the current is not an 
issue.  The code in 840.160 and 725.144 shows this level to be 0.3 Amperes/conductor, and we 
would support the re-instatement of the exemption on marking put in by TIA 11-17 (log # 1299). 

 
 


